Collisional Activation of Protein Complexes: Picking Up the Pieces
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Mass spectrometry is fast becoming a vital approach not only for the identification and quantification of proteins, but also for the study of the noncovalent assemblies they form. Approaches for ionizing, transmitting, and detecting protein complexes intact in the mass spectrometer are now well established. The challenge has therefore shifted to developing and applying mass spectrometry approaches to elucidate the structure of such species. A crucial aspect to this goal is inducing their disassembly in the gas phase to mine information as to their composition and organization. Here the consequences of collisionally activating protein complexes are illustrated through ion mobility mass spectrometry measurements and discussed in the context of the current literature. Although a consensus view of the mechanism of dissociation is starting to emerge, it is also clear that a number of aspects remain unresolved. These outstanding questions and frontier challenges must be addressed if gas-phase dissociative approaches are to reach their full potential in the study of protein assemblies. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, 341–348) © 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Protein assemblies were first analyzed intact in the gas phase by means of mass spectrometry (MS) at the beginning of the 1990s [1]. Since that time technological and methodological developments have continued apace [2–5], such that the MS of such large species is no longer merely a technical curiosity, but rather a bona fide approach for structural biologists [6]. The many advantages that MS possesses, including speed and sensitivity of analysis [7], have made it integral to the fields of proteomics and systems biology [8, 9]. The long-term challenge now is to extend the technology and methodology such that all higher levels of protein structure, from the secondary to the quinary [10], might be characterized rapidly and effectively by means of MS.

Such a revolution will require the addition to, and adaptation of, the current conventional MS-based proteomic strategy. A cornerstone of this is tandem MS, wherein ions of interest are subjected to gas-phase dissociation and the fragments analyzed to provide protein sequence, and thus identity, information [11]. Recently much effort has been made to perform analogous experiments on protein complexes, whereby they are dissociated in the mass spectrometer to provide mass information on their constituents [12]. Furthermore, some evidence suggests that, aside from just providing the identity of subunits, the gas-phase dissociation process may even reveal details as to how these subunits are organized within the oligomer [13]. As such, the possibility has arisen that gas-phase dissociation coupled to MS might eventually allow the reverse engineering of protein assemblies.

Over the last few years a considerable body of literature has emerged regarding the mechanism of the gas-phase dissociation of protein assemblies. A variety of activation techniques have been used [14–18], but the most popular approach for the gas-phase dissociation of protein assemblies is currently collision-induced dissociation (CID). It is likely this is primarily attributable to its ease of implementation and its incorporation into the quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-ToF) instrument geometry currently favored in the study of protein assemblies [3]. Remarkably, despite the differences in activation techniques, the respective pathways of dissociation show a degree of overlap. As such, although the following discussion applies specifically to the CID of protein complexes, much of it applies to the various current activation methods.

CID relies on the activation arising from the collision of ions with neutral gas atoms or molecules [19]. Upon each collision with a gas molecule a small amount of an ion’s energy is converted from kinetic into internal modes [20, 21]. In a typical CID experiment, large protein complexes will undergo thousands of such small heating events, over tens of microseconds [3]. Internal energy is therefore accumulated gradually, allowing time for its distribution over the many degrees of freedom as well as some dissipation to the environment. The general scheme of events as a protein complex is collisionally activated can be broken down into...
distinct steps, depending on the amount of internal energy available: cleaning, restructuring, unfolding, dissociating, and fragmenting.

This article illustrates these general features of the CID pathway through an ion mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) study of Acr1, a 197-kDa small heat shock protein from Mycobacterium tuberculosis composed of 12 identical subunits arranged as a hollow tetrahedron [22]. Recently, being able to perform IM-MS on mass spectrometers well suited to the study of protein assemblies has changed the landscape of the MS field [23]. Early work showed that the native topology of protein assemblies could be preserved in the gas phase and thus the door was opened toward probing of the conformational changes that these species undergo during activation [24]. IM-MS measurements of Acr1, at a range of activation energies presented here, are used as a gateway to discuss the literature. Finally, the gaps in current knowledge and future challenges for the CID of protein assemblies for the next few years are outlined and discussed.

Collision-Induced Cleaning

Figure 1 shows IM-MS spectra for Acr1 at three different low accelerating voltages into the collision cell, with corresponding projections of the MS and drift time dimensions. The MS projections (top) clearly show a single species in the region of 7000 m/z, corresponding to the dodecamer, although the spectra are not identical. At 8 V, the minimum required to achieve ion transmission under these conditions, a mass of 197,438 Da is measured, with a peak width at a half-height of 39.3 Th for the 29+ charge state. The corresponding values for 40 V (red) and 80 V (green) are, respectively, 197,070 Da and 35.1 Th and 196,703 Da and 21.3 Th. The mass expected from the sequence of Acr1 is 196,626 Da. This reflects a general feature of protein complexes in the gas phase—that their measured mass is higher than that expected by the sequences of their components alone [25–28]. Moreover, upon gentle activation both the peak width and positive deviation from the sequence mass decrease, which is attributed to the presence and, subsequently, the removal of residual solvent and salt bound to the protein complex [25–28].

The improvement in mass spectrum quality that this collision-induced cleaning enables can reveal features in the spectra not visible at lower activation conditions, thereby increasing the information content in the mass spectra [29]. Furthermore, the peak width and mass deviation are related such that, from the measured peak width, the contribution of adducts can be deconvoluted from the measured mass to enable more accurate mass determination of heterogeneous complexes [30]. As such, mass spectra of protein complexes are routinely acquired at the highest activation energies at which the complexes remain intact [31].

Collision-Induced Restructuring

Concomitant with the changes observed in the MS dimension, changes in the drift time of Acr1 are also observed during this activation (Figure 1). At the lowest acceleration voltage the drift time of the 29+ charge state occupies a narrow and symmetrical distribution centered on 33.8 ms. At 40 V the distribution has broadened and skewed, with a maximum at the shorter drift time of 32.0 ms. This indicates that some degree of restructuring of the complex occurs during gentle activation, resulting in a more compact form. A similar effect has been observed for the ring-shaped tryptophan RNA-binding attenuation protein, with the compact conformations consistent with structures in which the ring topology had collapsed into globular forms [24]. Acr1 similarly has a central cavity [22] and thus the reduction in drift time observed here at 40 V is likely the result of a collapse of the quaternary structure. In the case of the barrel-shaped GroEL, restructuring was also observed, but appeared to be attenuated in the presence of invariable buffer components [32]. Although the generality
and mechanism of this apparent stabilization remain to be investigated, this suggests that solution additives could be used to stabilize protein complexes in the gas phase [33].

It appears therefore that the first structural change that protein complexes undergo during activation is one in which the overall complex arrangement becomes compromised, creating structures distorted from the solution form, but doing so without dissociation of the intact oligomers. This is likely to be a direct result of the removal of solvent [34], through the collision-induced cleaning process, which occurs at these same low activation energies (Figure 1). However, of the steps along the dissociation pathway, this collision-induced restructuring is by some distance the least well understood, in terms of both its nature and its extent. As such, it merits considerable attention in the coming years and quantitative IM-MS measurements are likely to contribute substantially to the understanding of this phenomenon. Although restructuring to forms other than collapsed cannot be discounted at this stage, it might be that the observation of this effect could prove diagnostic for assessing the presence of a cavity in protein assemblies. It is clear, however, that whereas the quality of the MS dimension is improved at 40 V relative to 8 V, the IM dimension reveals the complex is further from the native solution form. In other words, the conditions necessary for high-quality mass spectra do not generally coincide with those for meaningful IM data on solution-phase structure [23].

Collision-Induced Unfolding

Additional changes in drift time are observed as the accelerating voltage is increased further. At 80 V the distribution has become multimodal and shifted to longer drift times (Figure 1). This effect has been observed for the activation of a number of protein assemblies [23, 35] and is consistent with a protein unfolding event [36, 37]. The notion that monomer unfolding occurs during the activation of protein assemblies is well established. One of the first studies on the CID of protein assemblies speculated that dissociation might occur via the “unraveling” of a subunit, which is subsequently ejected [38]. Several pieces of evidence emerged in the following years consistent with this hypothesis. First, the charge states of the ejected monomer were very high [38], comparable with those for denatured monomers [39]; second, large entropy gains were observed in the dissociative transition state [15]; and, third, altering the flexibility of constituent subunits was found to alter the dissociation pathway [40, 41].

As such, apparently after the collision-induced restructuring of protein complexes, the next step involves a compromising of the intrasubunit interactions, resulting in the unfolding of the protein chains. A number of aspects of this process, however, remain somewhat controversial. How many subunits undergo unfolding? Moreover, is their unfolding driven by the charge placed on the subunit(s) or does charge migrate to surfaces exposed during thermal unfolding?

Addressing the first question, detailed IM-MS measurements of the transthyretin tetramer were shown to be consistent with structures in which either one or more of the subunits were partially unfolded [35]. Crucially, although the two alternatives could not be separated, no species were measured that were larger than could be explained by the unfolding of only a single monomer [35]. Further support for unfolding being restricted primarily to a single monomer comes from the prediction that charge is apportioned between the unfolded monomer and the residual “stripped oligomer,” according to fractional surface area [42] having been found to hold experimentally, using models in which the stripped oligomer is compact rather than unfolded [13]. Similarly an electrostatic model based on dissociative transition states composed of variably unfolded monomers, but folded stripped oligomers, accounted for the charge partitioning between components observed experimentally [43].

Recently, the role of charge in the actual unfolding process has also become clearer. Although a uniform spreading of charge over the surface of the protein assembly is the energetic “ideal,” this is not attainable in practice because of the preferential localization of charges on nonuniformly spread basic sites [44]. Therefore gas-phase protein complexes are characterized not only by different charge states, but also by different distributions of the charges, coined charge isomers [45], over the protein structure. An important molecular dynamics study has shown that a monomer in a complex carrying more charge than that of the others undergoes structural relaxation and is more susceptible to thermal unfolding [44]. Therefore, as the internal energy of the system is increased upon collisional activation, unfolding of such coulombically compromised monomers occurs. Concomitantly, charge migrates to the surface area exposed by the unfolding process to maintain a surface charge density as uniform as possible [13, 44]. Because the early events of protein unfolding are generally rapid and cooperative [46], and reversing this charge redistribution would be energetically very unfavorable, this puts the protein complex on an essentially irreversible path toward dissociation.

Collision-Induced Dissociation

Dissociation occurs when sufficient monomer unfolding has occurred and, concomitantly, sufficient charge has migrated to this monomer, that coulombic repulsion between components overcomes the intersubunit interactions holding the complex together. Figure 2a shows IM-MS spectra of Acr1 at accelerating voltages where dissociation begins to occur, with the corresponding projection of the MS and IM dimensions. Examining the MS dimension (top) reveals that at 80 V (green, as in Figure 1) the dodecamer is on the threshold
Figure 2. (a) IM-MS spectra of Acr1 undergoing CID. Accelerating voltages of 80 V (green), 140 V (blue), and 230 V (red) are shown. The MS dimension of these spectra is projected onto the top panel, with the range above 6000 m/z magnified two- and 5-fold for 140 and 230 V, respectively. Charge-state series corresponding to monomers, dodecamers, undecamers, and decamers can be observed, with more of the dissociation products appearing at higher accelerating voltages. Dissociation occurs via the loss of single monomers, in sequential fashion, from the dodecamer. The IM dimension for the 14+ monomers, 29+ dodecamer, 15+ undecamer, and 10+ decamer is projected onto the right panel and intensities are normalized to 100%. These correspond to drift time ranges of 24–29, 31–48, 51–57, and 72–80 ms, respectively. The stripped oligomers appear to undergo the same processes of restructuring and unfolding as observed for the dodecamers (Figure 1). As the accelerating voltage is raised, the drift time of the monomers increases, indicating further unfolding of the protein chains. A number of trends (I, II, and III) can be observed in the IM-MS spectrum at low m/z. (b) The extracted mass spectra reveal these trends to correspond primarily to monomers that are highly charged (I), to those that are charged to a lesser degree (II), and to singly charged peptide fragments (III). Comparison with the Acr1 sequence shows the fragments to be b and y type ions and shows the exciting possibility of being able to obtain "top-down" proteomics data directly from protein assemblies in the gas phase.
of dissociation, with a very small population of monomer and undecamer visible at low and high m/z, respectively. At 140 V (blue) considerably more of these complementary dissociation products are observed, with the abundance of dodecamer accordingly much lower. As the accelerating voltage is increased still further (230 V, red) decamer is observed around 18,000 m/z.

A number of observations can be made from the MS dimension. First, dissociation of the Acr1 dodecamer occurs via the loss of a monomer to form an undecamer. This might at first glance be somewhat surprising because electron microscopy analysis has shown Acr1 to be composed of dimeric building blocks [22]. However, the dissociation of large protein oligomers in the gas phase through the loss of single subunits to form singly stripped oligomers appears to be a general phenomenon [13], although some exceptions to this rule have been reported [47, 48], the implications of which are discussed in more detail in the following text. Second, because decamers are observed at the highest acceleration voltage, more than one monomer can be removed from Acr1. This loss of multiple subunits is a sequential process [13]—i.e., the Acr1 undecamers formed during the first dissociation step can themselves undergo CID. This process can occur repeatedly, limited by the absolute number of charges and activation energy available [49]. Indeed, in favorable cases as many as seven successive dissociation steps have been observed [50].

Third, from the charge-state distributions of the monomers (modal 14+) and undecamers (modal 15+) formed from dissociation of the dodecamer (modal 29+) we can see that charge is conserved during CID and distributed approximately equally between the products. This even distribution of charge between products is the energetically favored charge configuration and is generally adopted [44]. In some cases, however, a monomer cannot unfold sufficiently to attain a surface area equal to that of the stripped oligomer, in which case the charge is distributed in accordance with the attained ratio of surface areas [13, 44]. This apportioning of charge governed by surface area between two products that are vastly different in mass leads to considerably different m/z ratios for the monomers and stripped oligomers. A beneficial aspect of this is that removal of the highly charged monomers results in an effective charge reduction of the oligomers [12]. Charge reduction of electrosprayed species is highly useful in that it facilitates the deconvolution of multicomponent mixtures [51]. As such, a principal utility of CID is to exploit the increased separation between stripped oligomer peaks to deconvolve species not intelligible in the MS spectra [52].

A number of observations can be also made from the IM dimension (Figure 2a, right). At 80 V, at the threshold of dissociation, the dodecamers occupy a distribution characteristic of an oligomer with a partially unfolded monomer (see previous section). The small number of dodecamers remaining at 140 V are even larger, indicating that, although the majority of the species have already dissociated, those that remained intact at this voltage could absorb more energy by further unfolding. This highlights the necessity of considering the dissociating oligomers as an ensemble of structures [44]. The undecamers also undergo changes in their drift-time profile as a function of acceleration voltage. From 80 to 140 V the 15+ charge state becomes smaller, then from 140 to 230 V, larger again. The profiles of the decamer 10+ charge state for 140 and 230 V also show the beginnings of similar behavior, with the drift time at 230 V being slightly shorter than that at 140 V. This is analogous to the collision-induced re-structuring and unfolding observed for the dodecamers (see previous text), reinforcing the view that subsequent dissociation steps follow the same pathway as that of the initial one [13, 44]. It must be stressed that these IM measurements are only qualitative, however, and quantitative measurements with the appropriate modeling need to be conducted to reveal the full details of these structural transitions.

Collision-Induced Fragmentation

In Figure 2a it is also apparent that differences can be observed at low m/z as the voltage is increased from 140 to 230 V. Examination of the 14+ monomer charge state shows that it appears to become slightly larger as accelerating voltage increases. This increase in size could be indicative of gas-phase protein unfolding [36, 37] and can be explained by the monomer ejected by CID being activated after ejection by subsequent collisions, thereby unfolding further.

Furthermore, at 230 V a number of “trend lines” can be seen in the IM-MS spectrum and these are extracted into mass spectra in Figure 2b. Trend I shows highly charged monomers and is the only trend also visible at 140 V, indicating this corresponds to monomers released in the first dissociation step. Trend II also shows monomers, but these are charged to a lesser degree and because they appear only at 230 V are likely to arise from the second dissociation step. Trend III, however, does not display any features corresponding to monomers, but rather corresponds to singly charged peptides. In fact 26 peptides can be identified as b- and y-type fragments of the Acr1 protein chain. Closer inspection of Trend I also allows the identification of a further 7 peptide ions, in this case multiply charged. Strikingly, the vast majority of fragments observed were y type (30 y versus 3 b). Because the folding state of a protein appears to influence which cleavages are observed, with more cleavages at unfolded regions [53], this may suggest that the C-terminal region of the ejected Acr1 monomers is more unfolded than the N-terminus. This is only one of the potential explanations, but interestingly matches the notion that the C-termini of the small heat shock proteins are more flexible and act as “keys” to subunit unfolding [54, 55].

Although what information can be obtained from
quantifying the relative populations of different peptide ions remains to be investigated, clearly collisional activation of protein assemblies leads not only to their dissociation, but also ultimately to fragmentation of the constituent protein chains. This essentially amounts to an extension of traditional “top-down” proteomics [56], allowing information as to the complex, subunit, and sequence to be gleaned in a single experiment [49].

**Frontiers in Gas-Phase Activation of Protein Complexes**

The case study of Acr1 here has provided a glimpse of some of the information obtainable through gas-phase dissociation. Commercial mass spectrometers suitable for not only the ionization and transmission of large protein complexes, but also their selective CID, have in recent years become considerably more available, with a number of academic labs worldwide now enjoying the technology. The use of collisional activation is therefore becoming widespread and is proving essentially indispensable in the study of protein complexes by means of MS. Most studies to date use CID for the purposes of mass measurement, either to confirm the apparent mass obtained in the MS spectrum or to determine the mass of a particular component within a heterogeneous mixture [12].

Although the application of dissociative approaches to determining oligomeric stoichiometry is now well established, the use of CID to obtain details with respect to oligomeric organization is in its infancy. A growing base of evidence suggests that the ease of dissociation of the different constituent subunits might indicate whether they are located on the periphery or in the core of the complexes [57–61]. Validation of this hypothesis would allow confident inferences as to oligomeric topology from CID results, but a crucial twofold question remains to be answered: “In a heteromeric complex, what governs which subunits are ejected during CID and how does this relate to solution-phase topology?”

To answer this question likely most steps on the pathway of collisional activation delineated here need to be considered. How does a certain complex restructure? Which subunits are most likely to carry excess charge and thus unfold? Are all unfolding pathways capable of attaining a dissociative transition state or are there steric constraints? Which of these transition states is reached first? These are all important considerations, and likely inherent properties—such as the location of basic residues, the length of the protein chains, the kinetic stability of different subunits relative to unfolding, and the strength of intersubunit interactions—all contribute. One of the dominant challenges for the application of CID to structural biology over the next few years is to be able to parse out the contributions of complex topology from these other factors.

A related issue concerns homomeric complexes, such as Acr1 here, and whether clues as to subomomic organization might be obtained, such that, for example, a hexamer might be shown to be a dimer of trimers rather than a trimer of dimers [62]. There is evidence that CID can be used to demonstrate relative differences from careful examination of the energetics of dissociation [13, 63], although this approach is not currently applicable to a priori determination of substructure. Ideally, the dissociation products would directly represent the units of organization, rather than necessarily monomers and stripped oligomers, e.g., if for Acr1, which is composed of noncovalently bound dimers [22], CID of the dodecamer showed the ejection of dimers. Indeed, one of the major unanswered questions in this field is why, in the dissociative transition state, the contacts broken are between unfolded monomer and the remaining complex, even in cases where that unfolded monomer is part of a subcomplex with independent stability within the oligomer: in the context of Acr1, why does the unfolded monomer not take its dimer partner with it during dissociation?

A couple of studies have shown exceptions to the exclusive loss of monomers [47, 48], but it is unclear at this time why precisely they should behave differently. In the case of 2-keto-3-deoxyarabinonate, a tetramer observed to dissociate into dimers, the authors suggested through analysis of the crystal structure that the nature of the intersubunit contacts were responsible [48]. Contrastingly, the subunits of brown snake venom are conformationally very restricted because of many intramolecular disulfide bonds and it was suggested that this inability to unfold easily may have been responsible [47]. This is interesting in the context of previous work that showed that dissociation of dimers was more “symmetric” when the subunits were also crosslinked intramolecularly [41]. A priority in the study of CID of protein complexes is to identify more species that undergo such “anomalous” CID and to examine them in detail. Hopefully, it might thereafter become possible to delineate experimental conditions where dissociation reveals the suboligomeric organization.

It might be that accessing alternative dissociation pathways—ones that clearly reveal solution-phase substructure—might arise through the use of activation strategies other than CID. Black-body infrared radiative dissociation [15], electron-capture dissociation [17], infrared multiphoton dissociation [14, 16], and surface-induced dissociation [18, 64] have all been applied to protein assemblies. Of these, the latter is notable for the large amount of energy deposited into the protein complexes in a very short time, resulting in more extensive dissociation than that in CID [65]. Furthermore, small multimeric complexes were shown to dissociate into equally charged monomeric parts, rather than monomers and stripped oligomers [64, 65]. These differences are rationalized in terms of the collisions being more energetic in the center-of-mass frame and the speed of energy deposition being far greater [65]. Efforts have been made to bring these differences to CID, both by using heavier target gases [66] and by
increasing the range of acceleration voltages in the collision cell [49, 67].

One consequence of collisional activation with higher energies is the appearance of peptide fragments arising from fragmentation of the ejected monomers [49]. The ability to perform “top-down” experiments on protein assemblies—simultaneously obtaining information on the mass of the complex, the mass of the subunits, and the sequence all in a single experiment—is hugely attractive. This approach is still in its infancy, however, and warrants considerable further investigation. A frontier challenge in biological science is to bridge the gap between structural biology and proteomics, making the determination of protein complex structure routine [68], and MS approaches are likely to play a considerable part in this effort [69–71]. Although the technologies and methodologies still require some refinement, clearly gas-phase dissociation has the potential to be as integral to analyzing such species as it is for identifying protein chains. As such, the MS of protein complexes might ultimately reveal enough information in a single rapid experiment to fully characterize the structure of an unknown protein complex.

Experimental

Acr1 was expressed in E. coli, purified, and prepared for analysis as described previously [22]. IM-MS measurements were obtained on a Synapt HDMS (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) [72], equipped with a 32K quadrupole and set up for the analysis of protein complexes [23]. Nanoelectrospray spectra were obtained in positive-ion mode using a previously described protocol [31]. The following voltages were used: capillary, 1.6 kV; sample cone, 10 V; “transfer collision energy,” 10 V; injection into the T-wave cell, 30 V; and a 0–30 V wave-height ramp in the drift cell. The “trap collision energy” was varied to effect activation and is quoted as “accelerating voltage” in the main text. The gases used were nitrogen and argon in the T-wave IM separator and collision cells, respectively, at room temperature (22 °C). The pressures in the various stages were the following: backing, 4.8 mbar; trap, 7.2 × 10^{-2} mbar; IMS, 6.1 × 10^{-1} mbar; and ToF, 2.2 × 10^{-6} mbar. At this pressure in the trap the ions are essentially thermalized before their injection into the IMS cell [3].

Data were processed using Masslynx software and the MS dimension was calibrated externally. All spectra are shown here with minimal smoothing (none in the case of the IM-MS 3D spectra) and no background subtraction. The 3D IM-MS spectra in Figure 1 have linear intensity scales and those in Figure 2 have square-root scales.
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